
#Eigenvalues #Eigenvectors

* Useful for computation. visiaising LiT., solving come aft, hedging bond
Ta Fever alone go any I westerve and we get non bjetion

sit. Ax = Ax
portfolios, etc.

Def: If Anan and XER", *+Ö
Then I is au eigenvalue of A and * is anGerman, means self reference?

eigenuec...?fs. XER.
eigenvector of A with

that eigenvalue

Eigenvector equation:

Funding : Ax - A(Inx) =0
Ax - (In) x =0
(A - XIn) * =0

must not be invertible, else x=O, not what we want.
# det CA -XIn) =0

then solve for a

de (A-112) =13-833-17=0
3-1 = ‡1

1, = 2, 12=4

Solve: (4-2I2) X=0,

FTI gurentees each correspond
I to some §
= multiple eigenval possible

(A-4I) X=0

lil*=187
X=t " *st!

but *#0, so but ×#0, so
X=t i with tro. *=t if with two

Def det (A-1In) is chanacteristic polymencial for Anan
always polynomial with degree n

bec 18

Ax = Ax



Ihm of A triangular, entries on main diagonal are the eigenvalues.
Pf Consider

d, *

det (A -1In) =

= (d, -1) (ds-1) .. (du-X).
det (A-AIn) =0 = 1 = d,, da, ..., or du

Ihm Anan is invertible off o is not an eugenval
Pf A invertible if det (A) +0.

O not eigenval of A is det (A-OIn) ‡ 0
det (A) +0

1. Inert
2. IPZA"

3. IP EAr'

Let Amen with eigerwal I and corresponding eigenuer &. Then.

1' is e-val of Al wow e-vec a
e-val of Al wae-vec&In is e-val of An we aver y

Pfl BC In=l)
IC (nary

IH Arx
IS

A'x= Ax = Ax
= sky

Ant ' x= A(A"x) = ACM"*) = A " (Ax) = In Ax = AntI

A"Ax
(CA-'y) not zero sice JA'

X as reged

As de

da
I d, -1

de-x *

Thas

(=

I/A is
Inez*

Pf2 Ax = Ax
A''Ax
Ix
A-


